
1. Our Commitment to Data Protection  

1.1 wideStreet GmbH (wideStreet or We) takes its data protection and information security             
responsibilities very seriously. The effective management of all personal data, including           
its security and confidentiality, lies at the heart of Our business and underpins Our              
practices and processes. This is not only conditioned by applicable laws relating to the              
processing of personal data, including but not limited to the Directive 96/46/EC (Data             
Protection Directive) or the General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679          
(GDPR), and any national or international implementing laws, regulations and          
secondary legislation (together Data Protection Laws), but is also driven by Our            
commitment to the entrepreneurs within the meaning of section 14 of the German Civil              
Code and/or legal entities under public law using our platform (both Users, or You)              
and to meet their expectations of having in place robust compliance and risk             
management practices and protocols.  

1.2 Through this data privacy policy (Policy), We would like to inform You about the               
processing of Your personal data in the context of Your visit to and use of this website                 
and in the course of Our business.  

1.3 Please ensure that You read this Policy in conjunction with the Terms and Conditions of 
Use, as located at:  

https://widestreet.gitlab.io/files/Terms%20and%20Conditions%20of%20Use.pdf 2. 

Who We are & Contact  

2.1 For purposes of the applicable Data Protection Laws, wideStreet is the data controller.              
This means that wideStreet determines the purposes for which, and the manner in             
which, Your Data is processed, and undertakes to abide by and act in accordance with               
all relevant Data Protection Laws in such capacity.  

2.2 Our website may include links to third-party websites, plug-ins and applications. Clicking             
on those links or enabling those connections may allow third parties to collect or share               
Data about You. We do not control these third-party websites and are not responsible              
for their privacy statements. When You leave the Website, We encourage You to read              
the Policy of every website You visit.  

2.3 For any questions concerning matters of data protection in connection with Our products              
or the use of Our website You can contact Our Data Protection Officer at any time.                
They can be reached under:  

wideStreet GmbH  

Kurfürstendamm 194  

10707 Berlin  
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Telephone + 49 30 700159618  

Fax + 49 30 700159510  

dataprotection@widestreetmarkets.com  

3. The Data We Collect about You  

3.1 Personal data means any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural             
person. It includes particularly all information making it possible to conclude Your            
identity, for instance Your name, telephone number, address or email address.           
Statistical data, which We collect for example when someone visits Our website, do not              
fall under the meaning of personal data.  

3.2 We may collect, use, store and transfer different kinds of personal data about You which 
We have grouped together follows:  

− Identity Data includes first name, last name, customer code or identifier, title, date 
of birth and gender.  

− Contact Data includes billing address, delivery address, email address and telephone 
numbers.  

− Usage Data includes information about how You use the Website, products and 
services.  

− Marketing and Communications Data includes Your preferences in receiving 
marketing from Us and Our third parties and Your communication preferences.  

3.3 We do not collect any Special Categories of Personal Data about You (this includes               
details about Your race or ethnicity, religious or philosophical beliefs, sex life, sexual             
orientation, political opinions, trade union membership, information about Your health          
and genetic and biometric Data). Nor do We collect any information about criminal             
convictions and offences.  

4. How is Your Personal Data Collected  

We use different methods to collect data from and about You including through:  

Direct interactions. You may give Us Your identity and contact by filling in forms or by                
corresponding with Us by post, phone, email or otherwise. This includes personal data You              
provide when You:  

− apply for Our products or services;  

− express an interest in Our products or services;  

− create an account with Us;  

− subscribe to any of Our services or publications;  
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− request marketing to be sent to You;  

− complete a survey; or  

− give Us some feedback.  

Third parties or publicly available sources. We may receive personal data about You from 
various third parties and public sources as set out below:  

− contact data from providers of technical, payment and delivery services; − identity and 

contact data from data brokers or aggregators including business directories;  

− KYC data from credit agencies such as processor, paid databases, and other third party 
providers of analagous services;  

− identity and contact data from publicly availably sources.  

5. Your Consent  

7.1 By submitting Your information on the Website You consent to the use of that               
information as set out in this Policy. If We change Our Policy, We will post the                
changes on this page or on the Website, and may place notices on other pages of the                 
Website, so that You may be aware of the Personal Information We collect and how               
We use it at all times.  

7.2 You agree that You do not object to Us contacting You for any of the purposes of                  
processing Your services or orders, statistical or survey purposes to improve this            
Website and its services to You, provision of website content and advertisements to             
You, administration of this Website and where You consent, to notify You of services,              
products or special offers that may be of interest to You. You consent to such contact                
whether by telephone, email or in writing and You confirm that You do not and will not                 
consider any of the above as being a breach of any of Your rights under any applicable                 
Data Protection Laws.  

6. Purposes for which We will use Your Personal Data  

8.1 Accessing Our Website  

Every time Our website is used, We collect the access data which Your browser              
automatically transmits to make Your visit to the website possible. These access data             
comprise in particular:  

− IP address of enquiring device;  

− date and time of enquiry;  

− address of the website called up and of the website enquiring;  



− information on the browser and operating system used;  
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− online identifiers (e.g. device identifiers, session IDs).  

The processing of these access data is necessary in order to make the visit to the                
website possible and to ensure the permanent functionality and security of Our systems.             
In order to further develop Our website with regards to the usage patterns of Our               
visitors (e.g. if the proportion of mobile devices on which the pages are called up rises)                
and in order to administer Our website in a general way, the access data are saved for                 
the foregoing purposes also in internal logfiles. The legal basis is Art. 6, Paragraph 1,               
Clause 1, Point (b) and (f) of the GDPR.  

The information saved in the logfiles allows no direct conclusion to be drawn about              
You as a person – in particular, We save the IP addresses only in abbreviated,               
anonymised form. The logfiles are saved for 30 days and archived following            
subsequent anonymisation.  

8.2 Making Contact  

You have various possible ways to contact Us. These may include the contact form,              
email, live chat or the call-back function. For this purpose, We collect the following              
data, as the case may necessitate respectively for the different means of            
communication:  

− first name and surname;  

− email address;  

− details of Our interaction with You;  

− telephone number.  

Additionally, the following data are processed:  

− IP address of enquiring device;  

− date and time of enquiry.  

In this context, We process data solely for Our communication with You. The legal              
basis is Art. 6, Paragraph 1, Point (b) of the GDPR. The data which We collect are                 
automatically erased after full processing, unless We still need to keep Your enquiry for              
the fulfilment of contractual or legal duties as set out in Clause 8.  

8.3 Registration  
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In order to use Our website’s full range of functions, You have to register for Our login                 
area. We have highlighted with an identification mark the data which You are required              
to supply for setting up an account. We collect the following data:  

− company information (e.g. company name, address, website);  

− contact information (first name and surname, position, email address, telephone 
number, fax).  

Moreover, to provide You with information about relevant investment opportunities, 
the following data are obtained on an optional basis during registration:  

− information about Your company’s investment interests (e.g. seller, asset class, 
portfolio type, collateral, servicing, region).  

Additionally, the following data are processed during registration:  

− IP address of enquiring device;  

− date and time of enquiry.  

Your data are solely used for the administration of Your account and, unless We still               
need to keep Your information for the fulfilment of other contractual or legal duties as               
set out in Clause 8, erased after fulfilment of this purpose. The legal basis for this                
processing is Art. 6, Paragraph 1, Point (b) of the GDPR. Deregistration is possible at               
any time via the profile section of Our website.  

8.4 Identification  

Further, We are required by law to take precautions against criminal offenses such as              
money laundering. To do so, We are required to process additional information as part              
of Our identification process before You can make Your first order. The legal basis for               
this is §11 Art. 1, Paragraph 1 und Paragraph 2, Clause 4 of the German Anti-Money                
Laundering Law (Geldwäschegesetz – GWG). In this regard, the following data are            
required to identify You:  

− commercial register number / founding documents;  

− legal form of Your company;  

− names of the members of the representative body or the names of the legal               
representatives, which in case that they are legal persons must also be identified             
under the provision of the respective categories of information set out above.  



This identification process must be completed only once. Subsequent orders do not            
require a repeated processing of these information. Data hereby collected are used            
solely for the processing of orders and functionality of Your account. We are required              
to keep these information for as long as Your account is active. Following  
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deregistration and, unless We still need to keep Your information for the fulfilment of 
other contractual or legal duties as set out in Clause 8, We erase them accordingly.  

8.5 Orders  

During an order process, We collect the following compulsory information needed for 
handling the contract:  

− tax domicile and other tax-related documents and information;  

− details of Our interactions with You and the products and services You use; − 

any records of phone calls between You and Us;  

− identifiers We assign to You, such as Your client or account number, including for 
accounting purposes.  

Additionally, the following data are processed in the order process:  

− IP address of enquiring device;  

− date and time of enquiry.  

The legal basis for this processing is Art. 6, Paragraph 1, Clause 1, Point (b) of the                 
GDPR. Your data are solely used for the administration of Your account and the              
processing of orders. We are required to keep these information for as long as Your               
account is active. Following deregistration and, unless We still need to keep Your             
information for the fulfilment of other contractual or legal duties as set out in Clause 8,                
We erase them accordingly.  

8.6 Newsletter  

You have the possibility of ordering Our newsletter, in which We tell You regularly of 
the latest news about Our products and campaigns.  

For ordering the newsletter We use the so-called double opt-in procedure, i.e. We shall              
only send You the newsletter by email if You confirm, by clicking a link in Our                
message email, that You are the holder of the email address provided. Should You              
confirm Your email address, We shall store Your email address, the time of registration              
and the IP address used for the registration until You cancel the newsletter. This storage               
serves principally the purpose of sending You the newsletter and being able to provide              



for Your registration.  

Deregistration from the newsletter is possible at any time, e.g. via the deregistration 
link at the end of every newsletter. Alternatively, You can direct Your request for  
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deregistration to the contact details set out above. Following deregistration, and unless            
We still need to keep Your enquiry for the fulfilment of contractual or legal duties as                
set out in Clause 8, We keep Your personal information solely in static and anonymous               
form.  

In Our newsletter, We use technologies usual in the market by which the interactions 
with the newsletter can be measured (e.g. opening of the email, links clicked).  

We use these data for general statistical evaluations and to optimise and develop Our              
contacts and customer communication further. This is done with the aid of graphics             
which are embedded in the newsletter (so-called pixels). We use the collected data to              
create a user profile that allows Us to provide You with a personalised newsletter. By               
recording information such as which links You use in Our newsletter, We can better              
understand Your personal preferences. Information thereby collected are used together          
with data on Your usage of Our website. We do not use these personal data without                
Your prior consent upon subscription. The legal basis for this processing is Article 6,              
Paragraph 1, Point (a) of the GDPR.  

You can withdraw Your consent to this form of tracking at any point. In this case,                
however, You will not be able to make use of all the functions provided in the                
newsletter. You can withdraw Your consent via the link at the end of every newsletter.               
Alternatively, You can direct Your request to the contact details set out above.             
Following Your withdrawal, We keep Your personal information solely in static and            
anonymous form.  

8.7 Surveys  

If You take part in one of Our surveys, We shall use Your data for market and opinion                  
research. We shall use them only in anonymised form and for internal purposes. In the               
exceptional case that data are not evaluated anonymously, Your data will be collected             
only with Your consent. You can withdraw Your consent at any point. Unless We still               
need to keep Your enquiry for the fulfilment of contractual or legal duties as set out in                 
Clause 8, We erase Your data following the completion of this purpose. The GDPR              
does not apply to anonymous surveys and in the exceptional case of evaluations with a               
personal reference. The legal basis is the said declaration of consent under Art. 6,              
Paragraph 1, Clause 1, Point (a) of the GDPR.  

8.8 Job Applications  

You can use Our website to apply for vacant jobs. The purpose of the data collection is                 



to allow Us to administer the selection of applicants for possible employment. For             
receiving and processing Your application We collect the following data:  

− first name and surname;  
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− email address;  

− application documents (e.g. references, CV, interview notes, assessment of 
candidates’ qualities);  

− earliest date for taking up the job;  

− desired salary.  

Additionally, the following data are processed during the submission process:  

− IP address of enquiring device;  

− date and time of enquiry.  

The legal basis for the processing of Your application documents is Art. 6, Paragraph 1,               
Clause 1, Point (b) and Art. 88, Paragraph 1 of the GDPR in combination with Section                
26, Paragraph 1, Clause 1 of the German Data Protection Act (BDSG).  

8.9 Insertion of Our Own Cookies  

For a part of Our service it is necessary for Us to insert cookies. A cookie is a small text                    
file which is saved by Your browser on Your device. Cookies are not inserted to               
execute programs or to load viruses into Your computer. Instead, the main purpose of              
cookies is to provide an optimal product or service to You and allow You to make use                 
of Our services as efficiently as possible.  

We use Our own cookies in particular:  

− for log-in identification;  

− for load distribution;  

− to store Your language settings;  

− to note that information placed on Our website has been displayed to You – so that 
on Your next visit to the website it does not need to be displayed again.  

In this way, We wish to enable You to use Our website in a convenient and                
individualised form. These services are based on Our foregoing legitimate interest, and            
the legal basis is Art. 6, Paragraph 1, Clause 1, Point (f) of the GDPR.  

We further use cookies and comparable technologies (e.g. web beacons) of partners for             
analytical and marketing purposes. This is described more specifically in the following            



sections.  

8.10 Setting of Cookies for Analytical Purposes  
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To improve Our website, We use cookies and comparable technologies (e.g. web            
beacons) for the statistical collection and analysis of general usage patterns, using            
access data.  

The legal basis for the data processing described in the following section is Art. 6,               
Paragraph 1, Clause 1, Point (f) of the GDPR, based on Our legitimate interest in the                
needs-based design and continual optimisation of Our website.  

Google Analytics  

This website uses Google Analytics, a web-analysis service of Google LLC, 1600            
Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA (Google). Google Analytics          
uses cookies and similar technologies to analyse and improve Our website based on             
Your usage pattern. The data accrued in this context may be transmitted by Google for               
analysis to a server in the USA and stored there. Should personal data be transmitted to                
the USA, Google has acceded to the EU-US Privacy Shield. Your IP address will be               
abbreviated prior to the analysis of usage statistics, however, so that no conclusions can              
be drawn about Your identity. For this purpose, Google Analytics has been extended on              
Our website to include the code “anonymizeIP”, in order to guarantee an anonymised             
capture of IP addresses.  

Google will process the information so gained in order to evaluate Your use of the               
website, to assemble reports on the website activities for the website operators, and to              
supply further services connected with website use and internet use.  

As set out below, You can so configure Your browser that it rejects cookies, or You                
can prevent the capture of the data generated by cookies and relating to Your use of                
Our websites (including Your IP-address) and the processing of this data by Google by              
downloading and installing the browser add-on provided by Google. As an alternative            
to the browser add-on or if You browse Our website from a mobile device, You can use                 
this opt-out link. This will prevent the collection of Your data by Google Analytics on               
this website (the opt-out link will only work in this browser and only for this domain).                
If You delete Your cookies in this browser, You have to click on the link again.  

You will find more detailed information on this matter in the Privacy Statement of 
Google Analytics.  

8.11 Setting of Cookies and Comparable Technologies for Online Advertising  



We also use cookies and comparable technologies for advertising purposes. Some of            
the access data accrued during the use of Our website are used for interest-based              
advertising. By analysing and evaluating these access data, We can display personalised            
advertising to You on Our website and on the websites of other providers. That means               
advertising which reflects Your actual interests and needs.  
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The legal basis for the data processes described in the following section is Art. 6,               
Paragraph 1, Clause 1, Point (f) of the GDPR, grounded on Our legitimate interest in               
providing You with personalised advertising.  

The data so collected include in particular:  

− the IP address of Your device;  

− the date and time of the access;  

− the identification number of a cookie;  

− the device identification of mobile devices;  

− technical information on the browser and the operating system.  

The data so collected are saved only in pseudonymous form, however, so that no direct 
conclusions can be drawn about You personally.  

In the following descriptions of the technology which We employ You will find             
instructions on how to object to Our analysis procedures and advertising campaigns by             
means of a so- called opt-out cookie. Please note that after the deletion of all cookies in                 
Your browser or the later use of another browser and/or profile, another opt-out cookies              
must be placed.  

You can express Your objection through settings on two websites: Truste or Your             
Online Choices, which provide objection facilities by many advertisers in bundled           
form. Both sites make it possible to disable all advertisements at once for the providers               
listed, using opt-out cookies, or alternatively to make the settings for each provider             
individually.  

7. Further Transmission of Data  

9.1 Data which We have collected are passed on only if:  

− You have given an express declaration of consent for this, pursuant to Art. 6, 
Paragraph 1, Clause 1, Point (a) of the GDPR;  

− Further transmission is necessary, pursuant to Art. 6, Paragraph 1, Clause 1, Point (f)               
of the GDPR, for bringing, exercising or defending legal claims, and no reason             
exists to suppose that You have a predominant and properly protected interest in             
preventing Your data from being passed on;  



− We have a legal duty to pass on Your data pursuant to Art. 6, Paragraph 1, Clause 1, 
Point (c) of the GDPR; or  
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− This is legally permissible and requisite, pursuant to Art. 6, Paragraph 1, Clause 1,               

Point (b) of the GDPR, for the handling of contracts with Yourself or for the               
execution of precontractual actions which are being carried out at Your request.  

9.2 A part of the data processing can be handled via service providers. Along with the service                 
providers stated in this Data Privacy Policy, these may include in particular computer             
centres which store Our website and databases, IT service providers which maintain            
Our systems, and consultancy firms. Should We pass data on to Our service providers,              
these data may only be used for performance of their tasks. We select and commission               
these service providers carefully. They are bound contractually to follow Our           
instructions, have suitable technical and organisational measures for the protection of           
the rights of data subjects, and are monitored by ourselves on a regular basis.  

9.3 Further transmission may also be made in connection with requests by government             
authorities, decisions of the courts and legal proceedings if it is necessary for             
prosecution or execution at law.  

8. Duration of Storage  

10.1 We store personal data only for as long as is necessary to fulfil contractual or statutory 
duties for which the data were collected. Unless We still need these data until expiry of 
the statutory period of limitation for purposes of evidence in civil claims or due to 
statutory duties of storage, We erase the data immediately.  

10.2 For purposes of evidence We must still store contact data for three years from the end 
of the year in which business relations with You end. Any claims will expire, under the 
normal statutory period of limitation, no earlier than at this time.  

10.3 Thereafter We must also store some of Your data for purposes of book-keeping. We               
have an obligation to do so under statutory duties of documentation which may arise              
under the German Commercial Code, the German Tax Code, the German Credit and             
Loans Act, the German Money Laundering Act, and the German Securities Act. The             
periods stipulated there for storage of documents are two to ten years.  

9. Your Rights  

11.1 You have the right at any time to require Us to provide information about the processing                 
of Your personal data (right of access). When providing You with this information, We              



shall explain the data processing and supply an overview of the data relating to Your               
person which are stored. Should data stored by Us be inaccurate or no longer              
up-to-date, You enjoy the right to have these data corrected (right to rectification). You              
can also require the erasure of Your data (right to erasure or right to be forgotten).                
Should the erasure exceptionally not be possible due to other legal regulations, the data              
processing will be restricted, so that in future they are only  
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available for this statutory purpose. You can also have the processing of Your data              
restricted, i.e. if You believe that the data which We have saved are not correct (right to                 
restriction of processing). You also have the right of data portability, i.e. that We send               
You on request a digital copy of the personal data which You have provided (right to                
data portability).  

11.2 To exercise Your rights as set out here, You can get in contact using the foregoing                 
contact details at any time. This also applies should You wish to receive copies of               
guarantees for certification of an adequate data-protection level.  

11.3 You also have the right to object to the data processing based on Art. 6, Paragraph, lit.                  
(e) or (f) of the GDPR. Finally, You have the right to complain to the regulatory                
authority to which We are subject. You can exercise this right at a regulatory authority               
in the member country of Your place of residence, of Your workplace, or of the place                
of alleged breach. In Berlin, the competent regulatory authority is: Data Protection and             
Freedom of Information Officer, Friedrichstrasse 219, 10969 Berlin.  

10. Right of Revocation and Objection  

12.1 Under Article 7, Paragraph 3 of the GDPR You have the right at any time to withdraw                  
any consent which has once been given to us. This will have as a consequence that in                 
future We no longer continue the data processing based on this consent. The             
withdrawal of consent shall not affect the lawfulness of processing based on consent             
before its withdrawal.  

12.2 Insofar as We process Your data on the basis of legitimate interests under Art. 6,                
Paragraph 1, lit. f GDPR, You have the right under Art. 21 GDPR to object to the                 
processing of Your data and to mention grounds relating to Your particular situation             
that in Your opinion speak in favour of prevailing legitimate interests. Where personal             
data are processed for direct marketing purposes, You have a general right of objection              
which will also be implemented byUswithout Your stating reasons.  

12.3 If You wish to make use of Your right to withdraw or object, a notification without set 
form to the contact details above will be sufficient.  

11. General  

13.1 You may not transfer any of Your rights under this Policy to any other person. We may                  



transfer Our rights under this Policy where We reasonably believe Your rights will not              
be affected.  

13.2 If any court or competent authority finds that any provision of this Policy (or part of any 
provision) is invalid, illegal or unenforceable, that provision or part-provision will,  
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to the extent required, be deemed to be deleted, and the validity and enforceability of 
the other provisions of this Policy will not be affected.  

13.3 Unless otherwise agreed, no delay, act or omission by a party in exercising any right or 
remedy will be deemed a waiver of that, or any other, right or remedy.  

13.4 This Policy will be governed by and interpreted according to the law of Germany. All                
disputes arising under this Policy will be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of German              
courts.  

12. Changes to this Policy  

wideStreet reserves the right to change this Policy as We may deem necessary from time to                
time or as may be required by law. Any changes will be immediately posted on the Website                 
and You are deemed to have accepted the terms of the Policy on Your first use of the Website                   
following the alterations.  
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